On 04/13/1992, the unidentified remains of a white female were found in a ditch along southbound Interstate 90 (I90), approximately 5 miles south of the WY and Montana (MT) state line, in Sheridan, WY. The victim was between 17 – 23 years-old, 5’5” tall, 115 pounds, with shoulder length sun bleached brown hair. The victim was fully clothed with the exception of her shoes and socks, which were never recovered. She wore size 5 Kayo of California medium blue jeans with a white plastic belt having a gold color buckle; a size large Sauci brand blue and white checkered midriff blouse with pearl colored ornamental buttons; a size 38C Chic brand light blue lacey bra, and size 5 – 6 Bill Blass brand dark blue and pink paisley print bikini panties. The cause of victim’s death could not be determined; however, due to the circumstances on how and where victim’s body was recovered this case is considered a homicide. For additional information and pictures refer to the National Missing and Unidentified Persons System (NamUs) database, case report numbers UP9970.

To provide or request additional information, please contact:
- Special Agent Loy Young, Wyoming Division of Criminal Investigation -
  - at (307) 777-7181 or loy.young@wyo.gov -
  - or FBI ViCAP at (800) 634-4097 or vicap@fbi.gov -

Contact ViCAP for information on how your agency can obtain access to the ViCAP National Crime Database and view this case.
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